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Introduction. During the last two decades the problem of justifying existing

methods and finding new ones for the solution of the equation Lu = /, where /

is a given vector in Hubert space and L is a given operator, has been investigated

by many authors(2). This investigation led to the development of a group of

direct methods of Ritz, Galerkin, least squares, and moments; and the iterative

methods of steepest descent or gradient method, the method with minimal re-

siduals, and their variants.

These methods have a long history and have been studied and extensively

applied by earlier authors to integral and differential equations. Only recently,

however, the Hubert space operator theory has been used for their study. Thus,

using the variational principle, Mikhlin [16] proved the convergence of Ritz

method for a self-adjoint positive definite operator L and the convergence of the

method of least squares for an invertible operator L. In case L is of the form

L = A + B, where A is self-adjoint and positive definite and B satisfies some

additional conditions, the method of Galerkin was investigated by Mikhlin

[16], Polsky [19], and others [9; 13]. For similar differential operators the

method of moments was studied by Kravchuk [11], Polsky [19], and Zdanov [22].

The convergence and the estimate of error of the gradient method for self-

adjoint and positive definite operators L have been studied by Kantorovich [7]

and Hayes [6]. The latter considered also a slightly more general problem. In

case L is a finite, symmetric, and positive definite matrix the method with minimal

residuals was developed by Krasnoselsky and Krein [10]. A powerful method

related to direct methods was also developed by Murray [18].

The purpose of this paper is to extend the study and the applicability of these

methods to a larger class of linear operator equations(3) than those considered

by the above authors and to present these seemingly distinct methods in a more

unified manner. In our investigation we do not use the variational principle
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applied by most of the above authors. Our argument is of a purely geometrical

nature and is essentially based on the notion of projection. Such an approach

furnishes not only the geometrical basis for these essentially variational methods

but also unifies them and gives a basis for their comparison and for possible

discovery of new methods as will be seen below.

The author is greatly indebted to Professor Francis J. Murray, who has been

his research adviser, for his constructive criticism and helpful suggestions. The

author also wishes to express his sincere appreciation to Professor Richard V.

Kadison for his generous help in the preparation of this thesis.

We now begin with the summary of the material presented below.

The first chapter is concerned with the properties of our class of operators

which we call the K-positive definite operators (K-p.d.)(3). Thus in §1.1 we define

the K-p.d. operators and discuss some of their properties while in §1.2 we

extend the classical variational principle to our class of operators. §1.3 generalizes

Friedrichs procedure of extending a symmetric positive definite operator to the

extension of K-p.d. operators and other nonsymmetric operators. Some further

properties of this extension, called here the solvable generalized Friedrichs ex-

tension, which slightly generalize the results of Lax and Milgram [14] are dis-

cussed. In §1.4 we derive some additional properties of K-p.d. operators.

The second chapter studies the direct methods. In fact, in §2.1 we study the

generalized Ritz method for .K-p.d. operators by means of a purely geometrical

approach which for particular choices of K reduces to the ordinary Ritz method

and the method of least squares. §§2.2 and 2.3 are concerned with the investig-

ation of the generalized method of moments for the equation with L = A + B,

where A is K-p.d. and B is some linear operator. It is shown that all other direct

methods can be deduced as special cases of the generalized method of moments.

At the same time the general theoretical justification for the ordinary method of

moments, which was lacking, is supplied.

In §2.4 we describe a geometrical procedure which gives the necessary and

sufficient conditions for solving an equation and which for a proper choice of

coordinate elements reduces in its hypothesis and conclusions to the method

proposed by Professsor Francis J. Murray [18]. For that reason we call it the

generalized Murray method. The possible extension of the class of operators

to which this method is applicable is indicated. §2.5 shows that after the proper

renorming of the space in each case the generalized Murray method reduces

to one of the methods of Galerkin, Ritz, or least squares.

The greater part of the third chapter deals with bounded operators and is

devoted to the presentation of a modified iteration method, called here the method

with relative minimal errors (RME-method) which unifies and extends the results

of Kantorovich [7], Krasnoselsky and Krein [10], and Hayes [6] to a larger

class of operators by means of a purely geometrical approach.
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Using the recent result of Greub and Rheinboldt [5] we derive in §3.1 an

inequality critical for our work of which the well-known inequalities of Pólya-

Szegö, Kantorovicli, and Krasnoselsky-Krein are its special cases. There we also

show the equivalence of the three special inequalities. In §3.2 we describe the

RME-method and derive its convergence and estimate of error while in §3.3 we

discuss its special cases. The first of these is the well-known gradient method

and the second is the iterative method with minimal residuals studied in [10]

in case of a finite, symmetric, and positive definite matrix. Thus we obtain the

geometrical basis for these methods and at the same time extend the results of

Krasnoselsky and Krein to operators in a Hubert space. The third special case

of the RME-method is a new iterative method, called here the method with mini-

mal errors, which appears to be a very useful and effective procedure especially

when applied to nonsymmetric operator equations and which, it seems, has

escaped the notice of various investigators in this field.

§3.4 compares the relative merits of these special cases, while §3.5 generalizes

the gradient method to the operator equations involving the unbounded X-p.d.

operators. The paper is completed by considering in §3.6 a simple iterative method

which coincides in principle but not in form with the generalized Ritz method.

To avoid the solution of the corresponding linear algebraic equations we give

a compact computational scheme based on this iterative method which seems

to be very convenient in practice.  This scheme was first used by Altman [1].

I.  /¿-POSITIVE  DEFINITE OPERATORS AND  GENERALIZED VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE

In this chapter we define our class of operators and discuss some of their

important properties.

1.1. /¿-positive definite operators. Let H be a complex and separable Hubert

space(4). We shall first consider the problem of solving the equation

(LI) Au =/,   fe H,

where A is a linear unbounded operator defined on a dense domain DiA) in H

with the property that there exists a continuously DC4)-invertible(5) closed oper-

ator K with D(K) a D(A) and a constant a > 0 such that

(1.2) (Au,Ku)^ot\\Ku\\2,   ueD(A).

The operators A having such property will be called K-positive definite (K-p.d.).

Let us first observe that the class of K-p.d. operators contains, among others,

the class of positive definite operators (when K = /) and the class of invertible

operators (when K = A) as its subclasses. Moreover, it can be easily shown that

(4) The results obtained below are also valid for real Hubert spaces provided A also satisfies

(b) of Lemma 1.1.
(5) If ß is a dense linear set in H, then the operator K will be referred to as continuously

g-invertible if the range Rq of K, considered as an operator on Q, is dense in H and K has a

bounded inverse on Rq.
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for a proper choice of K the ordinary differential operators of odd order, the

weakly elliptic partial differential operators of odd order, and others are members

of our class. When operators are bounded, the class of K-p.d. operators forms

a subclass of symmetrizable operators investigated by Reid [20].

Lemma 1.1.   If A is K-p.d., then

(a) A has a bounded inverse.

(b) (Au,Kv) = (Ku,Av)for all u and v in D(A).

(c) For all u and v in D(A) one has the generalized Schwarz inequality

\(Au,Kv)\2 ^ (Au,Ku)(Av,Kv).

(d) A is closeable.

Proof, (a) Since (Au,Ku) ^ || Au || | Ku || and || Ku\\ Si ß || u || for some

ß > 0 (1.2) implies that || Au \\ Si aß || u ||. Thus, A'1 exists and is bounded on

the range R(A).

(b) Consider the identity valid for u and v in D(A)

(A(u + v), K(u + v)) - (A(u - v), K(u - v))

+ i(A(u + iv), K(u + iv)) - i(A(u - iv), K(u - iv)) = 4 (Au,Kv)

and an analogous second identity with A and K interchanged. Since the product

(Au,Ku) is real-valued, the first members of the above identities are equal and

consequently we obtain (b).

(c) For any u and v in D(A), let w = u + X (Au,Kv)v. Then for all real X

0<(Aw,Kw) = (Au,Ku) + 2X\(Au,Kv)\2 + X2\(Au,Kv)\2 (Av,Kv)

is a polynomial of X of second degree with real coefficients. Hence it cannot have

two real distinct roots. This gives (c).

(d) Let {u„} be a sequence in D(A) and / an element in H such that u„ -» 0

and Au„->f as n->oo. (1.2) implies that || Au || Sia|Ku| for all u in D(A).

Hence the convergence of {Aun} implies the convergence of {Ku„} and since

i.'„ -* 0 and K is closed we have Ku„ -> 0 as n -* oo. Let v be any element in D(A);

then, in view of (b),

(f,Kv) = lim (AuR,Kv) = lim (Ku„,Av) = 0.
n-*oo n-»oo

Since K is continuously D(A)-in\ertih\e, / = 0, i.e., A is closeable.

Theorem 1.1. If A is K-p.d. and D(A) = D(K), then there exists a constant

6 > 0 such that for all u in D(K)

(1.3) ||i4u|g0||X«||.

Furthermore, the operator A is closed, R(A) = H, and the equation Au=f

has a unique solution for each f in H(6).

(<>) In case .fifis continuous and A is closed a result similar to the second part of Theorem 1.1

was recently proved by Browder [2].
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Proof.   Introduce in D(K) a new inner product and norm by

[«,»], =(Ku,Kv),    \u\t~\Ku\.

Since K is closed, R(K) is dense, and K~l is bounded on R(K), then R(K) = H

and hence D(K) becomes a complete Hubert space in this new metric which we

shall denote by Hv Moreover, A considered as a linear operator of Hi to H is

closed. To show this note that since A is defined in all of Ht it is sufficient to

show that A admits in Hi a closed linear extension i.e., if {u„} is a sequence

in Ht such that |w„ — 0|t-*0 and Au„^f as n->co, then/ = 0. Since K is

continuously in vertible | u„ — 0 \x -> 0 implies that || u„ — 01| —> 0 as n -» oo and

since.by Lemma 1.1 (d) ^4 is closeable in H we have/ = 0. Thus, A is closed in Hi

and being everywhere defined in Hx it follows from the closed-graph theorem

[21] that A is bounded in Ht. Hence there exists a constant 0 >0 such that

|| Au || ^ 9 |u|i = 6 || Ku || for each u in Hv This proves (1.3).

To prove that A is closed let us consider a sequence {u„} in D(A) such that

t/„->u and Aun-+f as n-► co. (1.2) implies that {/£«„} converges. But, K is

closed and consequently ueD(K) and Ku„->Ku as n-»oo. By (1.3) and the

fact that D(K) = D(A) we have

|| A(u„ — u) || g 0 || K(un - u) || -» 0,    as n -v oo.

Also, Aun -* Au as n -» co. This shows that ,4w =/.

To prove the rest of the theorem observe that since A is closed, then, in view

of Lemma 1.1 (a), it is sufficient to show that the zero space Z(A*) = {0}. Let

g be in Z(A*). Since D(A*) c R(K) ( = H) and D(K) = D(A), there exists u

in D(K) such that Ku = g. For such u we have

0 = \(u,A*g)\ =\(Au,Ku)\ ^<x\\Ku\\2^aß2\\u\\2.

Thus, u = 0,g = Ku = 0, implying that Z(^4*) = {0}, as was to be shown.

1.2. Generalized variational principle. Corresponding to eq. (1.1) construct the

functional

(1.4) F(u)=(Au,Ku)-(Ku,f)-(f,Ku)

The generalization of the variational principle to eq. (1.1) is based on

Theorem 1.2. // A is K-p.d., then a necessary and sufficient condition

that w be a solution of eq. (1.1) is that w realize the minimum of F(u)C).

Proof.   Let w satisfy eq. (1.1). Then

F(u) = (Au,Ku) - (Ku,Aw) - (Aw,Ku),

(J) In case A is of the form A = CK, where C is self-adjoint, Theorem 1.2 was stated without

proof by Martyniuk [15].
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in view of Lemma 1.1 (b), can be written in the form

F(u) = (A(u - w), K(u - w)) - (Aw, Kw)

showing that F(u) attains its minimum at u = w. This disposes of the necessity.

To prove sufficiency, suppose w realizes the minimum of F(u). Let v be any

element in D(A) and t any real number. Then F(w + tv), as a function of t, attains

its minimum when i = 0; therefore, dF(u + tv)/dt\t=0 =0. Using Lemma

1.1 (b) we get dF(w + tv)¡dt\t = 0 =2Re(ylvv —f,Kv) =0. Replacing v by iv we

obtain \m(Aw —f,Kv) = 0. Consequently, (Aw —f,Kv) = 0 for every v in D(A).

Since K is continuously D(^4)-invertible this implies that Aw— / = 0, i.e., w

satisfies eq. (1.1).

Special case. If K = /, we have an ordinary variational principle for sym-

metric positive definite operators which has been extensively studied(8).

Theorem 1.2 allows us to replace the problem of solving eq. (1.1) by the

problem of minimizing F(u). However, it may happen that A is defined on a too

restricted domain. In that case the minimum problem (1.4) may have no solution

which, however, will exist if D(A), on which F(u) is defined, and with it A, could

be somewhat extended. It will be shown that for a K-p.d. operator A it is always

possible to extend D(A) so that the problem of minimizing F(u) has a solution.

For that purpose we form the pre-Hilbert space structure on D(A) with the

inner product [u,v~\ =(Au,Kv). The corresponding norm is defined by |m| =

[u,u]1/2. We complete D(A) to the Hilbert space HK with respect to the norm

which we have just defined. By (1.2) and || Ku || Si ß || u \\

(1.5) |«|£7i|£«||.   Yi = otll2>0,ueD(A),

(1.6) l«UfeM>      72=yiß>0,ueD(A).

Lemma 1.2. (a) The set D(A) is dense in HK.

(b) HK is a subspace of H in the sense of identifying elements from HK with

elements in H.

(c) K can be extended to a bounded linear operator of all of HK to H.

(d) The inequalities (1.5) and (1.6) are valid for all u in HK(9).

Proof,   (a) follows from the definition of the space HK.

(b) Let «i be in HK. By (a) there exists a sequence {«„} in D(A) such that

| ni — un | -* 0 as n-y oo. Hence | u„ — um \ -» 0 and by (1.6), valid for all u in

D(A), we have | u„ — um || ->0 as n-f oo. Thus, u„ converges to some h in H.

We can thus assign to each hi in HK (ideal or not) a definite n in H, the corres-

pondence being linear and such that ht = h for nx in D(A). By (1.5) Ku„ conver-

ges. Since u„-*h and K is closed, h e D(K) and Kh =lim„_>00 Ku„. Because the

(8) See, for instance, Mikhlin [16].

(9) For K — I, Lemma 1.2 was first proved by Friedricks [4].
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equation [v, hi] =(Av,Kh), where h denotes the element of H we have just

made correspond to /ii of HK, is valid by definition if v and ht are in D(A), by

continuity it remains valid in case v is in D(A) and hi is any element in HK. It

follows from this equation that the identification is one-to-one for if h = 0, then

[v, hi] = 0 for all v in D(A) showing that hx = 0. Thus we can identify elements

of HK with the corresnonding elements of H.

(c) Since for all u e D(A) £ HK the operator K satisfies the inequality || Ku ||

= (l/?i) |"| we see that K is a bounded operator from D(A), considered as a mani-

fold in HK, into H. Thus K can be extended by continuity to a bounded operator

of all HK to //. We shall also denote this extension by K.

(d) (1.5) and (1.6) carry over by continuity to all of u in HK.

Theorem 1.3. // A is K-p.d. the problem of minimizing F(u) has in HK

a unique solution for every fin H. //{</>,}. i = 1,2,..., is a complete orthonormal

sequence in HK, then the element w realizing the minimum of F(u) can be de-

veloped in the series.

(1.7) w=t ifMMt
¿=i

converging in HK (and in H)(10).

Proof. If/ is a fixed element in H and w is any element in HK, then by Lemma

1.2 (c) if,Ku) is a bounded conjugate linear functional of u in HK. By Fréchet-

Riesz theorem there exists a unique element w in HK such that for all u in HK

(1.8) if,Ku) = [w,«].

Consequently, F(«) in (1.4) can be written in the form

(1.9) Fiu) = \u\2-{u,w]-[w,u]

valid for all u in D(A). But its right-hand side has meaning for all u in HK. There-

fore, we may use (1.9) to extend F(u) to all of HK and seek the minimum of F(m)

in HK. The last problem is solved very simply. Putting (1.9) in the form

F(u) = |« — w|2 — |w|2 we see that F(u) attains its minimum at u = w with

minF(u) =F(w) = — |w|2. This proves the first part of the theorem.

To prove the second part observe that since weHK and {$¡} is a complete

orthonormal sequence in HK the element w can be expanded into the series

(L10) w =   Î [wJM,

converging in HK. Using (1.8) and replacing in it u by $¡ we can put (1.10) as

(LU) w =  Î ifKtpM.
(=i

(10) In case A is of the form A = CK, where C is self-adjoint, Theorem 1.3 was stated

without proof by Martyniuk [15].
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The series (1.11) converges in the metric of HK and, in view of (1.6), also in the

metric of H. This proves our theorem.

Remark 1. The formula (1.11) can be used in actual computation of the

solution of the minimum problem (1.4). However, in practice it is difficult to

obtain an orthonormal sequence {<fj,} which is complete in HK. We shall consider

this question in Lemma 1.4 below.

Special case. If we choose K = I, then A is positive definite and our theorem

reduces to an analogous theorem for such operators [16].

1.3. Solvable generalized Friedrichs extensions. Let us note that w may not be

in D(A) so that eq. (1.1) may not have a solution if A is considered only on D(A).

In this section we show that a K-p.d. operator A can be extended to a closed

K-p.d. operator whose domain consists of all elements realizing the minimum

of F(u) in HK and whose range is H and which has a bounded inverse.

Theorem 1.4. If A is K-p.d., then A can be extended to a closed K-p.d.

operator Ax such that Ai^. A and At has a bounded inverse AI1 on R(Al)=H.

Proof. By Lemma 1.2 (c) the product (/, Kv) is a bounded conjugate linear

functional of v in HK for each / in H. Hence there exists a linear bounded ope-

rator G defined on all of H into HK such that

(1.12) (f,Kv) = {Gf,v-]

for all v in HK and /in H and |G| ^ 1/^ since by (1.12) and (1.5)

|G|=      sup    |[G/,»]|=      sup    |(/,Kfl)|á8uplK0|ái-sup|t>| = J-.
ll/ll-i.M-i 11/11 = 1. M = i M-i Vi m = i 7i

Let us add that G is also bounded as an operator from H to H and, as is easily

seen from (1.5) and (1.6), || G fl g 1/«/?.
Also, if G/=0, then, by (1.12), (/, Kv)=0 for all v in HK. Since K is continuously

D(A)-invertible this implies that/ = 0. Thus, G has an inverse Ay = G_1 which

is closed.

Furthermore, D(Ai) is dense in HK in the sense of both metrics for other-

wise there would exist n # 0 in HK such that, by (1.12), (AiU,Kh) — \GAiU, n]

= [u, n] = 0 for all u in D(At). Since R(Ai) = H,Kh=0 implying that ñ = 0.

Thus, D(Ai) is dense in the HK-metric and, in view of (1.6), also in the H-metric.

Finally we prove that At is K-p.d. and A1 2 A. Indeed, if w = Gf is in D(Ai),

then by (1.12) and (1.5)

(A1w,Kw) = [w,w~¡^oí\\Kw\\2

showing that A± is K-p.d. To prove that Ai 2 A note that by the definition of

the Hx-metric and (1.12)

[w,t>]= (Au,Kv) = [GAu,v\
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for all pairs u,v in D(A). Since DiA) is dense in HK, the last equality implies

that G Au =m for all u in D(A). This shows that ueD(Ax) and Axu = Au, i.e.,

^4i 2 A and thus completes the proof.

The operator At will be called a solvable generalized Friedrichs extension of A.

For K = I, Theorem 1.4 furnishes a self-adjoint extension of a symmetric

positive definite operator constructed by Friedrichs(u), whose procedure we

have generalized to the nonsymmetric K-p.d. operators.

Remark 2. A may still have other K-p.d. extensions. But among these ex-

tensions there is only one, the operator Ax we have just constructed, whose domain

is contained in HK. Also, if A1 is an arbitrary K-p.d. extension of A such that

D(Ai) a HK, then At 2 A1. To prove it, let vl be an element in D(Al) and u

an element in D(A); then, by (1.12), [u,G,4V] = (K^A^1) = iAlu,Kvl) =

iAu, Kv1) and, since (Au,Kv) = [u,u] is valid for all ueD(A) and v in HK, we

have [u,GAlvl~\ =[«,d1]. This implies that v1 =GA1v1. Thus, v1eD(A1) and

¿Lu1 -il191,Le.,il12il1.

We complete this section by proving three theorems on Friedrichs extensions

which seem to be both of theoretical and practical interest. In Theorem 1.5

below we construct a solvable generalized Friedrichs extension for a more gen-

eral class of nonsymmetric operators. The other two theorems are concerned

with the extensions of the perturbed K-p.d. operators. In case H is real and

K = / the latter two theorems were recently proved by Lax and Milgram [14].

Theorem 1.5. Let L be a linear operator defined over D(A) and r¡i and n2

two positive constants such that for all u and v in DiA)

(1.13) ni | iAu, Kv)\^\ iLu, Kv) \^n2\ iAu, Kv) \.

Then L has a generalized solvable Friedrichs extension Lx such that Lt is a

closed operator from D(LX) onto H, L £ Lu and Lt has a bounded inverse on H.

Proof. By Lemma 1.2 (c) (Lu,Kv) is a bounded conjugate linear functional of

v in HK for each u in DiA). Hence there exists a linear operator S in HK with

domain D(S) = D(A), the latter considered as a manifold in HK, such that for all

v in HK and u in D(A)

(1.14) (Lu,Kv) = lSu,v].

By the right-hand inequality (1.13) and Lemma 1.1 (c),| [Su,v~\ | :£ n2 | u | | u | for

all u e D(S) and v e HK. This shows that S is bounded. By the left-hand inequality

(1.13), |[Sm,u] I S; rji [u,u]. Hence S has also a bounded inverse S~\ There-

fore, S has a closure S in HK such that R(S) is closed, R(S) = R(S), S is

bounded in HK and has a bounded inverse S ~l on R(S). Moreover, if v is a given

element in HK and [Su, d] = 0 for all u in D(A), then, in view of (1.14) and (1.13),

(ii) See, for instance, Friedrichs [4], Mikhlin [16], and Riesz and Sz.-Nagy [21].
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[u,y] = 0 for all ueD(A). Since D(A) is dense in HK, v = 0. Thus, R(S) is dense

and R(S) = HK.

To construct Lt we define the generalized solution of the equation

(1.15) Lu =/

for a given / in H to be an element u in D(S) such that for all v in HK

(1.16) (f,Kv) = [Su,vl

Note that every ordinary solution of eq. (1.15) is also its generalized solution,

but the converse is not necessarily true. Moreover, for any fin H there exists a

unique generalized solution of eq. (1.15). To show this note that for each /in

H, (f,Kv) is a bounded conjugate linear functional of v in HK. Hence there

exists a bounded linear operator G of H into HK such that for all v in HK

(1.17) (f,Kv) = [Gf,vl   |G|gl.

Clearly G_1 exists. From (1.16) and (1.17) we get the following relation

(1.18) [&,»] =[G/,t>],   oetfK.

This implies that the seeking solution of (1.15) must satisfy the equation

(1.19) Su = Gf,

whence,

(1.20) u = 5'"1G/,   G"1^ =/.

It is evident that u determined by (1.20) is the unique generalized solution of eq.

(1.15). The operator Li = G_1S is well defined and is an extension of L since

for any u in D(A) and all v in HK

(Lu,Kv) = [Su,v\ = \GLu,v\.

This shows that Su = GLu, i.e., Su belongs to D(G~1) and Li« = G~ySu = Lu.

Thus, D(Li) 2 D(L). The inverse of Lx is L^1 =S~1G. Since G is everywhere

defined and continuous as a mapping from H to HK and S'1 is everywhere

defined and continuous in HK, L~t ' is everywhere defined and continuous as a

mapping from H to HK and, from (1.6), as a mapping from H into H. .Hence

Li is closed and R(Lt) = H, as was to be shown.

Remark 3. Theorem 1.5 remains valid if instead of (1.13) we assume that

(Lu,Ku) is real and L satisfies the left-hand inequality in (1.13) for all u

and v in D(A). In fact, if these conditions are satisfied, then S determined by

(1.14), though no longer bounded in HK, still has a bounded inverse S_1 on

R(S) which is dense in HK. Moreover, S is closeable, i.e., if {u„} is a sequence
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in £)(S) and w an element in HK such that | un - 01 -> 0 and | Sun — w | -> 0 as

h -> oo, then w = 0. To see this note that by (1.5) and (1.6), Ku„ -* 0 and if v is

any element in D(A), then, since (Lu,Ku) is real for all u in D(^4), the relation

(1.14) and Lemma 1.1(b) imply that

\w,v\ = lim[Su„,i;] = lim (L«„,Ki;) = lim(Kun,Lv) = 0.
n n n

Since D(A) is dense in HK, w — 0. Thus, S is closeable and has a bounded in-

verse on R(S). Hence S has a closure 5 in HK, RiS) = HK, and S~l is bounded

on HK. The rest of the proof is the same as above.

Theorem 1.6. // A is K-p.d. and L = A + B, where B is a linear operator

over D(A) such that for all u in D(A)

(a) (Lu,Ku) ^ n3(Au,Ku),   n3 > 0,

(b) \\Bu\\2 ^ nA(Au,Ku),     n4>0,

then D(Li) = D(Ai) and Lx = Ax + B, where B is the extension of B to D(Ai).

Proof, (a) and (b) imply that L is K-p.d. and that the norm induced by

[«,«]' =(Lu,Ku) is equivalent to the norm \u,u] =(Au,Ku) for all u in D(A).

Therefore, H'K associated with L is the same as HK associated with A. Further-

more, by Theorem 1.4, L has a solvable generalized Friedrichs extension L[.

(b) implies that B can be extended to all of HK as a bounded operator B from

HK to //.

To show that L\ = Al+ B note that since /Z¿ = HK the Remark 2 implies

that Li =Li = G~1S, where Lt is the solvable generalized Friedrichs extension

of L constructed by Theorem 1.5 and Remark 3. Furthermore, since D(A) is

dense in HK the linear operator S in HK has the property that for all u e D(Lt)

and veHK

[u,t>]' = [u,u] + (Bu,Ku) = iLiU,Kv)

= [GLiU,u] = iG-G~1Su,v] = [Su,v],

S has a bounded inverse S~x on RiS), and P(5) = //K. The only statement that

is not immediate is that RiS) = HK or equivalently that if v e HK and [Sm,d] = 0

for all u in D(S), then t> =0. This follows, however, from (1.14) and the equi-

valence of HK- and //¿-norms. Indeed, if v is in HK, then for all u in DiA) we have

[w,t>]' = (Lw./Cu) = [Sm,i;] = 0

and since D(A) is dense in H'K = HK, we must have v = 0.

Now if/e/Z, Lr1/ satisfies the following equality for all » in HK

[L7V>] + (BLl'fKv) = [SL7V4;] = [S-S^G/,»] = \GfA - (/,«»).

Since Xi is a solvable generalized Friedrichs extension, then for all t> in //K

[LI1/,»] = if-BLl'fKv) = [^rV-^LTV),»].
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The last equality, being valid for all v in HK, implies that

L-i1f = A-1i(f-BL~ilf).

This shows that L~1ifeD(A1), i.e., D(Li) c D(A1) and that

Li« = Axu + Bu

holds for all u in D(Li)> where we put u = L^f. Interchanging the roles of A and

L we get D(Ai) c D(Li). Consequently D(AX) = D(Li) and Lt = Ay + B on

D(A1), as was to be shown.

Theorem 1.7. If A is K-p.d. and L = A + B, where B is a linear operator

over D(A) such that for all u in D(A)

(a)   (Lu,Ku) Si n3(Au,Ku),     r¡3 > 0,

(c)   |(B«,K»)|^if5|ii|   |»|,   n5>0,

then

(1.21) Lj = Ai(I + T),

where T is the extension of the operator AîlB to HK.

Proof. In proving Theorem 1.7 we shall follow the procedure of [14]. (a)

and (c) assures us that the spaces HK associated with the norms [u,uY and [u,u]

are the same and that LL exists; but D(LX) and D(AX) need not be the same. Also,

the operator AI 1B defined over D(A) is bounded in the HA-norm. In fact, if we

put v = A^Bu, then by (c)

\v\2 = \Aï1Bu\2= (Bu,Kv)sn5\u\-n

This shows that A^B is bounded. Let T denote its extension to HK.

To show (1.21) observe that if u is an element in HK then there exists a sequence

{ut} in D(A) such that for all w in HK

[u,w~\'= lim [Uj,w]' = lim (Lm(, Kw).

Since /li is a solvable generalized Friedrichs extension of A,

(LuhKw) = (AiU^Kw) + (AiA^Bu^Kw) = [(/ + T)a«,w].

Taking the limit as i -> oo and using the fact that (/ + T) is bounded in HK, we

get [w,w]' = [(/+ T)u,w~\. With u in D(Li), (L^Kw) = \u,w]'; whence, by

definition of Au (I + T)u belongs to D(A1), i.e., D(Li) <= D(AAl + T)), and

Liu = Ai(I + T)u. This is precisely (1.21). With u in D(Al(I + T)), [u,wY

= \_(I + T)u,w~\ = (AAL 4- T)u,Kw), for all w in HK, whence, by definition of

Lj, ueD(Li); i.e., D(Ai(I + T)) c D(Li), as was to be shown.

Remark 4. In applications it is L\ 'rather than Li that we want to compute since

L[1 relates the solution of the problem to the given data. Therein lies the use-

fulness of (1.21) for, if we can choose A so that AÏ1 and (I + TY~l can be relat-
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ively easily computed, then Ltl (being equal to (/ + T) iA1 l) can also be com-

puted. The generalized variational principle enables us to compute AÏ1 and thus

T = AllB.

Remark 5. In Chapters II and III whenever we consider the unbounded

K-p.d. operators it will be assumed that these operators have been already ex-

tended and consequently by the solution of a given equation we shall mean the

solution of the generalized equation.

1.4. Additional lemmas. In this section we are concerned with further properties

of K-p.d. operators which we shall use in Chapters II and III.

Lemma 1.3.   If A is K-p.d. and DiA) = D(K), then AK~l is bounded and

(1.22) 02|u|2^||.4u||2^a|u|2^a2|«|2,    ueDiA),

where | " |i = || Ku || is the norm in Hu i.e., HK = Ht = DiK).

Proof. Since D(A) = D(K) the inequality (1.3) implies that ||^K_1m||

^ 0 I KK~1u I = 01| u I for all u in H, showing that AK'1 is bounded.

To prove (1.22) note that from (1.2) and Schwarz inequality we get

|| Au I = « || Ku || and || Au \\2 = a | u \2 ^ a2 \\ Ku ||2. The last inequality and (1.3)

give us (1.22).

In the lemma below we consider the question of completeness of a sequence

of linearly independent elements {<£;} in HK raised in Remark 1.

Lemma 1.4. If A is K-p.d. and D(A) = D(K), then the following statements

are equivalent

(a) The sequence {<p¡}, <£¡ g D(A), is complete in HK.

(b) The sequence {K(j>i} is complete in H.

(c) The sequence {Ad>¡} is complete in H.

Proof, (a) -» (b). Assuming (a) it is sufficient to show that for any v in

H,(v,Kd>i)=0, i = 1,2,..., implies v=0. Let geH and w be the solution of

Kw = g. Then, w being in D(K) = HK, can be approximated arbitrarily closely by

linear combinations of the form w„ = H?=i cni<pi in the //K-norm. (1.5) and (1.6)

imply that {w„} and {Kwn} converge in H to w and Kw respectively. But for any

wn we have (V,Kwn) = 0. Passing to the limit, as n -* oo, we get (v,Kw) = (v,g) = 0

for any g in H. This shows that v = 0.

(b)->(c). If geH, then Theorem 1.1 and our hypothesis imply that KA_1g

exists and belongs to //. By (b) there exists n and numbers a1;a2, ...,a„ such that

|| KA~yg - Kv„ || < £/||^K_1||, where e > 0, v„ = Y".!«^ and^K_1is bounded

by Lemma 1.3. Thus,

|| A»,-0 I = WAK-iRv»- AK-lKA-lg\\ ^ HAK'1]] \\ Kvn - KA'x g\\ < e.

(c)-+(a). Let weHK. By Lemma 1.3 weD(K) and hence by (c) there exist n
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and i*!,..., a„ such that ||-4w— Z"= i ociA(bi || < y^. This and (1.22) imply that

<e.
1 "

w - Z a¡$¡    ^ —   4w - Z otiAtpi
i=i i=l

This shows that {$,•} is complete in HK and completes the proof of Lemma 1.4.

Remark 6. Due to a wide freedom in the choice of K, Lemma 1.4 makes it,

in general, easier to examine the conditions under which {<p¡} is complete in HK

or {Acj),} is complete in H.

In Chapter III we make use of the following result. Let K be a bounded linear

and positive definite operator in H, i.e., there exists a constant ß1 > 0 such that

(1.23) (Ku,u) Si ßi flu ||2,       ueH.

Introduce in H a new scalar product and the associated norm by

(1.24) [«,»]' = (Ku,v),       |"|' = {[u,k]'}1/2>       u,veH.

Because of (1.23) H becomes in this metric a new Hilbert space denoted by H'.

Lemma 1.5.   If A is bounded and K-p.d. and K satisfies (1.23), then

(a) R(A)=H, A*1 exists and is bounded, and the equation Au =/ has a

unique solution w for every f in H.

(b) A and A'1 are symmetrizable by K.

(c) Considered as operators in H', A and A~1 are symmetric and bounded,

\A I' ig A A \\, and \A~1\' ^ l/a/?i, where \A | 'and \A~1\ 'denote the H -norm of

A and A~l respectively.

Proof,    (a) follows from Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.1.

(b) By Lemma 1.1 (b) (KAu,v) = (Au,Ku) = (Ku,Av) = (u,KAv) for all u and

v in H. This shows that A is symmetrizable by K. By (a) and the first part of (b)

(A~xu,Kv) = (A'^^A^Ay'Kv) = (Ku,A~lv)

which shows that A'1 is also symmetrizable by K.

(c) The symmetry of A and A'1 as operators in H' follows from (b). Using

the inequality of Reid(12)   and considering A  as an operator in H' we get

(1.25) [Au,u]' = (KAu,u) ú\A\ (Ku,u) = || A || • | u \'2,       ueH'.

This shows that \A1' ^ \\A1|. From (1.23) and the Schwarz inequality

|| Ku A Si ßi I u |, whence ßA[Ku,u) ;£ || Ku ¡2. This and (1.2), considered for our

present case, imply that

\_Au,u\' =(Au,Ku)^aßi\u\'2 ,       ueH',

which shows that A~l, as an operator in H', is symmetric and |.4|' g 1/apV

(12) It was shown by Reid [20] that if A is symmetrizable by a positive operator K, then

\(KAu,u)\   ^ M || (Ku,u).
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IL Direct methods

2.1. Generalized Ritz Method. In Theorem 1.3 we have constructed the exact

solution of the minimum problem (1.4) which, however, is not very useful for

practical computation. Instead, using an approach based on the variational

principle, the following procedure can be used to construct an approximate

solution w„ of eq. (1.1):

If {cpi}, i = 1,2..., isa sequence of linearly independent elements in D(A) which

is complete in HK and w„ is taken in the form w„ = Z/l 1 a"(¡>i, then the coefficients

a\.a"„ are determined from the condition of the minimum of the function

G(a",...,a") = F(wn). This condition yields the following linear algebraic system

(2.1) I iAfaKtPjW = if,K(Pj), j = 1,2,...,n.
¡=i

We shall call this procedure the generalized Ritz method.  Its justification is

based on Theorems 1.2, 1.3, and the lemmas:

Lemma 2.1. Every minimizing sequence of F(w) converges inHK (and inH)

to an element realizing the minimum of F(u).

Lemma 2.2. The approximation wn constructed by the generalized Ritz

method forms a minimizing sequence of F(u).

We omit the proofs of these lemmas since by a geometrical approach used

below we will obtain an immediate proof of the convergence of the method and

also the convergence of Aw„ to /.

Geometrical approach. In our investigation of the generalized Ritz method

we do not use the variational principle. Our argument is of a purely geometrical

nature. Let us recall that by Lemma 1.2(c) the product (f,Ku) is a bounded

conjugate linear functional of u in HK for each fixed /in H. Hence by the theorem

of Fréchet-Riesz there exists a unique element w in HK such that

(2.2) if,Ku) = [w,u]

for all u in HK. By the Theorem 1.4 the element w belongs to D(A), where A is

a solvable generalized Friedrichs extension, and Aw = f.

To construct an approximate solution of eq. (1.1) we take a system of linearly

independent elements (j}¡ e D(A) which is complete in HK. Let H„ denote the linear

space spanned by ^>u ...,<p„ and P„ the orthogonal projection on //„ in the space

HK. We take the approximate solution w„ in the form

(2.3) w„ = Z a» fa
¡ = i

and determine the coefficients a", ...,a¡¡ from the condition that

(2.4) w„ = Pnw
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which, because w — Pnw and <pi.<pn are orthogonal in the //^-metric, leads

to the algebraic system of linear equations

(2.5) S iAfaMjX = if,K<Pj), j = l,2,...,n.
i=l

Since the systems (2.1) and (2.5) are identical, w„ is Ritz's approximate solution

and for that reason we call the present procedure the generalized Ritz method.

Note that because </>¡ are linearly independent in HK the determinant |a0|

= I [#/>#./] | = | O40¡>K<t>j) | ^ 0. Hence the system aï,...,a" and consequently

w„ is uniquely determined for each n and a given /. It is clear from the way w„

is constructed that | w„ — w|-»0 and because of (1.6) also \\wn — w || —> 0 as

;i ->• co. This shows the convergence of the method.

If in addition to the condition (1.2) we also assume that D(K) = D(A), then

II Awn ~f\\ ~* 0 as n -* oo. In fact, the inequality (1.5) and the closedness of K

imply that Kwn-*Kw in the norm of //. This and the inequality (1.3) imply that

|| Aw„ -Aw\\ g 0 \\Kwn - Kw || -> 0 as n ->■ oo

and thus completes the proof of our theorem.

The above discussion may be summarized in the following

Theorem 2.1. // A  is K-p.d. and {<£;}, <¡>¡ e D(A), is complete in HK, then

(a) w„ is uniquely determined for each n by the generalized Ritz method

(2.3X2.5).
(b) w„ converges in HK (and in H) to the exact solution w of eq. (1.1).

(c) Awn converges to f in H provided D(X) = DiA).

Special casesO3). (i) If K = A, then the operator A is simply invertible

and the generalized Ritz method reduces in this case to the well known method

of least squares. Theorem 2.1 gives the convergence: w„^w and Awn->f, as

n -» co, and the geometrical basis for this method.

(ii) If K=/, then A is positive definite and the generalized Ritz method reduces in

this case to an ordinary Ritz method for self-adjoint positive definite operators A.

Theorem 2.1 (b) gives the convergence of this method and its geometrical

meaning. It is known [16] that in this case Aw„++f if A is unbounded. However,

it has been proved recently by Mikhlin [17] that if A and some other operator

B are self-adjoint and positive definite and such that DiA)=D(P), D(A1,2)=D(BV2),

the spectrum of B is discrete, and {</>;} is a complete orthonormal basis of its eigen-

vectors, then /4w„->/. Thus, we see that our Theorem 2.1(c) gives a similar but

a more general result for the generalized Ritz method.

Remark 7. In the next chapter we shall present a simple iterative procedure

(i-1) For the discussion and extensive literature on the method of least squares and Ritz

see [8; 11; 12; 16].
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and a compact computational scheme for obtaining the approximate solution

w„ without solving (2.5).

2.2. The generalized method of moments. In this section we shall consider the

problem of approximate solution of a general linear equation of the form

(2.6) Lu = Au + Bu =/,   feH,

where A is K-p.d., B is a linear unbounded operator such that D(B) 2 D(A).

The essence of the generalized method of moments consists in the following:

We choose a system of linearly independent elements <¡>¡ e D (A) which is complete

in HK and construct another system Kd>h i =1,2,..., n. The approximate solution

w„ of eq. (2.6) is taken in the form

(2.7) wn =   Z „M,
í=i

where the constants a", ...,an"are determined from the condition that Lw„ —/be

orthogonal to K</>¡ for i = 1,2, ...,n. This condition gives the algebraic system

of linear equations for the determination of a",..., a"

(2.8) i {(AfrMj) + (BhMj)} < = (f,K<Pj) ,      j = 1,2,..., n.
¡ = i

The following theorem gives the justification of this method:

Theorem 2.2. If eq. (2.6) has at most one solution and the operator T = A~lB

can be extended to a completely continuous operator in HK, then

(a) There exists an integer n0 such that for all n Si n0 the system (2.8) has

a unique solution {a", ...,a"}.

(b) w„ determined by the generalized method of moments converges in HK

(and in H) to the exact ordinary or generalized solution of eq. (2.6).

(c) If L has a closed extension and D(L) =D(K), then Lwn->f as n-* oo.

Proof.   Applying A'1 to both sides of eq. (2.6) we get an equation

(2.6,) B + rii-Zi./i-il-1/

to which we can apply the Fredholm's alternative. (2.6t) is uniquely solvable

since otherwise the equation « + Tu = 0 would have a nonzero solution which

is impossible in view of our hypothesis. This implies that for a given /the eq.

(2.6) has also a unique ordinary or generalized solution. The latter is defined as

an element u in HK which satisfies eq. (2.6t). Since fx belongs to HK and T is

completely continuous in HK then the solution w of eq. (2.6!) belongs to HK. If

{</>;} denote the system obtained from the orthonormalization of {<¡>¡} in the

HK-metric, then w has representation
00

(2.9) w = £ c^i,   Ci = [w, <£(],
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converging in HK whose coefficients c( satisfy the algebraic system

0 = [w + Tw, <£,] - if,K$j) = cj+ï [T$„ $J] c, - if,K$j), i.e.,
¡=i

the system

(2.10) cj+   lciyiJ = bj,
(=i

where yi} = [T0;,<£;] and b¡ = (f,K<j>j). The complete continuity of T in HK jus-

tifies the derivation of (2.10) and guarantees the existence of an integer n0 such

that each n-segment of the system (2.10)

(2.11) cj-f  Íc1yij = bj,       j = l,2,...,n
¡=i

is uniquely solvable for every n}tn0 and its solution {c", ...,c"} converges in the

Hubert space l2 to the solution {cuc2,...} of (2.10) (14). This implies that

w(n) = 5)"=1 c"</>¡ converges to w in the i/K-norm. Furthermore w(B) coincides with

wn, where w„ is determined by the generalized method of moments. In fact, since

the sequences {</>;} and {<¡S>¡}, {Ki>¡} and {K<¡>¡} are connected by a nondegenerate

matrix transformation <p{ = S/= i ßij<Pj, K(j)¡ = Zj-1ßijK(j>j, ßti ̂  0, it is easy to see

that taking w„ in the form (2.7) or in the form w„ = Z"=i d"#¡ leads to one and

the same result. However, if we take w„ in the latter form, the system (2.8) is then

replaced by its equivalent

(2.8i) d] + Tld?yiJ = bj,   j = l,...,n,
i = l

which, in its turn, is identical with the system (2.11). Hence w„ = w<n). This proves

parts (a) and (b) of our theorem.

To prove (c) note that since L admits a closed extension and D(L) = I>(X),

one can easily show that LK~l is bounded in H. Furthermore, (1.5) and (1.6)

and the closedness of K imply that wn-+w and Kw„-*Kw and consequently

|| Lwn -f\\ = || Liwn - w) || = || LK-1 ■ K(wn - w) ||

^ I LK -11| • || Kwn-Kw || ->0

as n -» co. This completes the proof of our theorem.

Remark 8.  Suppose B has also the property that for all u,veD(L)

(2.12) \(Bu,Kv)\^n6\(Au,Kv)\,   0<t¡6<l.

Then L satisfies the condition (1.13) of Theorem 1.5 with nl = 1 - n6 and hence

L possesses a solvable generalized Friedrichs extension which we shall also denote

by L. Furthermore, the inequalities (1.5), (1.6), and (2.12) imply that for each

fin H

(14) The details of the proof of the last statements may be found in the treatise of Mikhlin [16].
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If T = A~lB can be extended to a completely continuous operator in HK, D(L)

= D(K), w is the exact solution of eq. (2.6), and w„ the approximate solution

determined by the generalized method of moments, then from Theorem 2.2 and

inequality of (2.13) we obtain the convergence wn -» w, Lw„ ->/ and the following

estimate of error

which can be made as small as we please.

2.3. Special cases. In this section we shall show that the most important

direct methods used in the approximate solution of linear operator equations

can be deduced from the generalized method of moments given above.

(i) Galerkin method. If K = 1, then (1.2) shows that i is a self-adjoint

positive definite operator on D(A),HK is the space H¡ with the inner product

[u, r>] = (Au, v), and the system (2.8) reduces to the system of the well-known

Galerkin equations

I {(A<pb<pj) + (B<t>h<t>j)}a1 =(/,<?,),    j = 1,2.n.
¡=i

Thus, in this case the generalized method of moments reduces to the Galerkin

method which has been extensively studied and used in applications [7; 9; 13; 16].

(ii) The method of moments. If K = A, then A is invertible, HK is the space

HA with the inner product \u,v\ =(Au,Av), and (2.8) reduces to the system of

the method of moments

Z {(A<pb Ad>j) + (Bfr, A4>j)} a\ =(/,A<f>j),    j = 1,2,..., n.

Theorem 2.2 establishes in this case the convergence wn -* w and Lw„ -*f of

the method of moments. In case A and B are differential operators the method

was investigated by Kravchuk[10] and Zdanow[22]. In spite of its generality

and a great possibility for applications the method has not been thoroughly in-

vestigated from a general Hilbert space point of view.

(iii) Generalized Ritz method. If ß = 0, then the generalized method of mo-

ments reduces to the generalized Ritz method investigated in §1, Chapter II,

of this paper.

(iv) The method of least squares. If B = 0 and K = A, then our method re-

duces to the method of least squares with the well known equations

t {(AhMj)} a? = (f,Atbj) ,   j = 1,2,.... n.
i=l
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In this case we have the convergence : vvn -» w, Awn ->/, and the estimate of

error || w„ - w \\ = (l/y)|| Aw. -f\\.

(v) Ritz method. If B = 0 and K = I, then our method reduces to the ordinary

Ritz method which has been extensively studied and used in various applications.

We shall complete this section with the following remark:

Advantages of the generalized method of moments. Let us first observe

that due to a wide freedom in the choice of the operator K subject only to the

inequality (1.2) and the generality of the operator B the generalized method of

moments can be applied to a much larger class of problems than any of its special

cases mentioned above. At the same time using the geometrical approach we were

able to present in a unified manner methods which seemed to be different. When

applied to the differential boundary-value problems the generalized method of

moments will give a better character of convergence than the methods of Galerkin

or Ritz. Finally, a great possibility in the variation of the operator K indicates

its usefulness and convenience from a strictly computational point of view.

2.4. The generalized Murray method. In this section we describe a geometrical pro-

cedure which gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for solving an operator

equation in H and which for a proper choice of the coordinate elements reduces in

its hypothesis and conclusions to the method proposed by Professor Francis J.

Murray [18]. For that reason we call it the generalized Murray method.

Let {i¡/¡} be a complete linearly independent set in H; consider an equation

(2.15) Au=f,      feH,

where A is assumed to be a bounded operator in //. If A* denotes the adjoint

of A, n the projection of H on Z(A), and P the projection of H on R(A*),

then H = Z(A) © R(A*) and for each u in H we have u =nu + Pu, PA*u

= A*u, APu = Au, and nA*u = 0. Thus, if for a given / there is a solution u

such that Au =/, then there is also a u* in R(A*), u* = Pu, such that Au* =/.

Consider the set {A*\¡/¡\ and assume that A*i¡/¡ are linearly independent. Ob-

serve that eq. (2.15) is valid if and only if

(2.16) iJM = iu,A*^t) ,       i = 1,2,....

Let H„ denote the subspace of H spanned by A*i¡/¡,...,A*i¡/n and P„ the projec-

tion of H on H„. We shall construct the approximate solution u„ in H„ to the

exact solution u, which we assume to exist for a given / in RiA), in the form

(2.17) u„ =  ¿ aïA^t,
¡=i

where a",...,a" are determined from the condition that

(2.18) u„ = P„u.
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By the equivalence of eq. (2.15) and relations (2.16) the projection u„ = Pnu is

defined by the linear algebraic equations

(2.19) Z (A*il/¡,A*ilrj)a1 = a¡,        j = l,...,n,

where a¡ = (f,i¡Jj). Note that since A*\j/i are linearly independent the system

(2.19) is uniquely solvable and so u„ is the unique element in H„ with the property

that
R

(2.20) ¿2 = min fl u-v\\2= || u-u„ ||2= || u ||2 - (u„,u) = fl u ||2 - Za-â.-Si 0
veH„ i = 1

with equality sign holding in (2.20) if and only  if  flu — Z"=i a"A*\¡/¡ || = 0.

It is clear from the way u„ was constructed that un-*u* — Pu and Au* = APu

— Au = /and b2 = ||u — u*||2, where b2 = lim„<52 as n-»oo. Moreover, if

u 6R(A*\ then u* =u,b=0, and lim„ 'L"=la", 5, = fl u fl2.
If u is any other solution of eq. (2.15), then A(u — u*) = 0 and so any other

solution of eq. (2.15) is of the form u* + h with heZ(A). This shows that of all

solutions u* has the least norm. We thus proved the following

Lemma 2.3. For any n the approximate solution u„ can be uniquely

constructed by (2.19). u„ converges monotonically to the minimal solution u* in

R(A*) of eq. (2.15) provided that (2.15) has a solution.

We shall now prove the converse of the above lemma.

Lemma 2.4. Let fe R(A*) and consider a set of numbers a¡ = (f,i¡/¡),

i = 1,2,.... Determine the system of numbers a",...,a" from the algebraic

system (2.19). Assume that there exists a constant M >0 such that for each n

(2.21) G„ =   Z atä^M.

Then there exists a u*  in R(A*) such  that the sequence {un} constructed by

means of the formula (2.17) converges to u* and Au* =/.

Proof. Since the numbers a\,...,a"n and a1,...,a„ satisfy the system (2.19)

one easily finds that G„ = fl u„ fl2 and that fl um — u„ fl2 = Gm - G„ > 0 whenever
m > n. This shows that the sequence {G„} is monotonically increasing. By (2.21)

{G„} is bounded. Consequently {G„} converges. This implies that fl um — un\ -* 0

as n,m -* oo. Since R(A*) is closed there exists u*eR(A*) such that u„->u* as

n -> oo. By the continuity of the inner product and (2.19)

(u*,A*4ij)    =   lim (un,A*^f)  = lim       Z a?(.4^M*^) = «i -Wj)" "        ¡=i

implying that Au* =/, as was to be proved.
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The above discussion and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 give

Theorem 2.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exists a u

such that Au = f is that

(a) / belong to R(A).

(b) The sequence {G„} = { £"=i a"^ }, where a" and a¡ are related by equa-

tions (2.19), be bounded by some constant M > 0 independent of n. If (a) and (b)

are satisfied, then the approximate solution u„ determined by (2.17)-(2.19)

converges monotonically to the minimal solution of eq. (2.15).

Remark 9. If {i/^} is so chosen that {A*\¡i,) is orthonormal, then the system

(2.19) has a simple form a" = a} =(/,i/^) so that u„ = Z/=i (J,\l/j)A*ipj, i.e., u„

coincides with the nth section of the Fourier series. In this case the method (2.17)-

(2.19) reduces to the method proposed by Professor F. J. Murray [18].

Remark 10. In the discussion of the generalized Murray method we have

assumed that A is bounded. However, with due precaution the method is also

applicable to densely defined linear closed operators for / in R(A), provided

that the complete linearly independent system {\¡/i},\j/ieD(A*), i = 1,2,..., has

the property that the set {A*i¡/¡}, i = 1,2, ..., determines the range space R(A*).

The method is also applicable to a still more general class of operator equations

Au =/, where A is not closed but has a densely defined adjoint operator A*

over its domain D(A) (and the operators occuring in most applications do have

such adjoints). However, in this case, as is easily seen from relations (2.16), the

method yields only a generalized or also called weak solution of the equation

Au =/. The latter is defined as an element u in H such that for every v in D(A*)

the relation (/, v) = (u, A*v) is true.

2.5. Connection between the generalized Murray method and direct methods.

In this section we show that in case A in (2.15) satisfies some additional conditions

customarily assumed in the investigation of the methods of Galerkin, Ritz, and

least squares, the generalized Murray method, after the proper renorming of //,

reduces to the above methods. This enables us to derive the necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for the existence of the solution and the convergence of the

above direct methods for a larger class of operators. It seems th t in this sense

the generalized Murray method is superior to the above methods.

Galerkin method. If we denote^ =A*\¡/¡, i = 1,2,..., then the equations

(2.19) of the generalized Murray method may be written in the form

(2.19i) Í(A<pi,i¡fj)a^ = (f,ilyJ),    j = l,2,...,n,
¡=i

which are the equations of the Galerkin method [19] for eq. (2.15) with u„ taken

in the form u„ = £"=i a"</,¡. 1° this case we obtain the necessary and sufficient

conditions for the convergence of the Galerkin method subject to the above
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choice of (¡)¡. This is a much sharper result for the above choice of {<pj than

the one obtained in [16; 19], where the study is restricted to establishing only

the sufficient condition for the convergence of the Galerkin method under the

assumption that A = 1 + T, T is completely continuous, and eq. (2.15) has a

solution.

Ritz method.    Let A = A* and M > m > 0 be constants such that

(2.22) m(u,u) ^ (Au,u) = M(u,u), ueH.

Let H ' denote the space H with respect to the new metric

(2.23) [«,»]= 0,t>),       |u| = [«,«]1/2.

By (2.22) the norms of H' and H are equivalent and so H' and H are the same.

We shall show that in H the generalized Murray method reduces to the Ritz

method. Indeed, if we denote by H'„ the subspace generated by <¡>¡ = A\¡/¡, i = 1,

...,n and by P'„ the orthogonal projection on H'n in H', then u„, according to

the generalized Murray method, is determined from the condition that u„ =p„' u

= Z"=i a"A\l/t which gives the system

(2.192) Z [A^Aifij] a," = [frfjl j = 1,2,.... n.
¡=i

In view of (2.23), the system (2.192) can be put in the form

(2.24) Z(^(, </>>/'= (/,<*» A j = l,2,...,n
« = i

which are the equations of the Ritz method.

The method of least squares. In accordance with this method assume that

there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all u in H || Au fl Si c || u ||. Let HA

denote the space H with respect to the new metric

(2.25) [u,v]A = (Au,Av), \ u \A = \u,u ]}'2 ;

let H"tt be the subspace spanned by <p¿ =A*\¡ti, i = 1, ...,n, and P¡¡ the projection

on Hi in HA. The approximate solution u„ = Z?=i a? A*\¡/¡, according to the

generalized Murray method, is determined from the condition that u„ = P"n u

which yields the algebraic system

(2.193) Í(A(¡>i,Act>])af=(f,A4,J),        j = 1,2, ...,n.

The latter are the well-known equations of the method of least squares. In this

case, Theorem 2.3 also gives the necessary and sufficient condition for the con-

vergence of the method of least squares.
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III. Iterative methods

The purpose of this chapter is to present a fairly general iteration method

by means of a geometrical approach based on the notion of projection which

in a certain sense unifies and extends the results of [6; 7; 10] to a larger class

of operators and which furnishes a basis for comparison of its special cases and

for the discovery of a very effective procedure, called here the method with min-

imal errors, that appears to have escaped the notice of various investigators in

this field.

3.1. General inequality. For subsequent use we derive in this section an

inequality which gives an easy but nevertheless substantial generalization of the

inequalities derived recently by Greub and Rheinboldt [5]. It turns out that the

well-known inequalities of Polya-Szegö [5], Kantorovich [7], and Krasnoselsky-

Krein [10] are special cases of our inequality and, moreover, all three are equi-

valent.

Let A be a bounded K*-p.d. operator in //, where K* is the adjoint of a con-

tinuously invertible and bounded operator K, i.e., there exists a constant c > 0

such that for all u in H

(3.1) iAu,K*u) = iKAu,u) = c\\u\\2.

Assume also that there exists a second bounded linear operator B and a constant

d > 0 such that for all u in H

(3.2) iKAu,BAu) = diKAu,u).

Let H' denote the space H with respect to the new metric

(3.3) [u,d] = iKAu,v), \u\ = [w,«]1/2.

In view of (3.1) the norms in both spaces are equivalent and therefore these

spaces are the same.

Lemma 3.1. // the operators A, K and B satisfy (3.1) and (3.2) and Dis the

H'-norm of the operator BA, then for all u ^ 0

jKABAu,BAu)jKAu,u)      jD + d)2

( ' ' iKAu,BAu)2 =    AD-d    '

Proof. By (3.1) the operator S = KA is positive definite in H and by (3.2)

the operator L = BA is symmetrizable by S. By Lemma 1.5 the operator L,

considered as an operator in the space H', is bounded and symmetric. Let D

denote the norm of L as an operator in //'. Then by (3.2) and the definition of

D we have for all w

(3.5) d\u\2 = [Lu,u\ g D\u\2.
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Since, in view of the definition of the metric in H',

(KABAu,BAu)(KAu,u) _ [Lu,Lu]\u,u\

(KAu,BAu)2 \u,Lu\2

the inequality (3.4) follows immediately from (3.5) and Theorem 2 in [5](15).

Special cases,  (i) Kantorovich inequality.   If T is self-adjoint and   0 < ml

g T g M/, then

(u,Tu)(T^u,u)     (M_^

(u,u)2 AMm

To derive (3.4J from (3.4) put A = I, B = T, and K = T~i and note that A, K,

and B so chosen satisfy all the hypotheses used in deriving (3.4) with c = 1/M,

d = m, and D = M. It is obvious that for such a choice of A, K, and B (3.4)

reduces to (3.4j).

(ii) Krasnoselsky-Krein inequality^6). If Tis self-adjoint and 0 <m/g TgMf,

then
(ru r«) («,„)   (M+j^ ^

v    2 (T",u)2       -     4Mm

The inequality (3.42) follows immediately from (3.4) if in (3.4) we set A—I,

K = I, and B = T with c <; 1, d = m, and D = M.

(iii) Generalized Polya-Szegö  inequality^1).    If T and S  are self-adjoint

and commutative such that 0 < mj g T g MJ and 0 < m2f g S g M2f, then

(Tu,TuXSu,Su) ^ (MXM2 + mim2)2
(3-4s) -(T«,S«)*      -     4mim2MiM2    ' « ^H, u ^ 0.

To obtain (3.43) from (3.4) set A = S, K = S, and B = S~iTS~K Using the

properties of T and S, it can be easily shown that A,K,B so chosen satisfy our

hypothesis with c = m2, d = miJM^ and D = Mi/m2. Thus, setting them into

(3.4) we get (3.43):

(Tu,Tu)(Su,Su)     (MJm2 + mJM2)2 _ (MtM2 + mim2)2

(Tu,Su)2 4Mi/m2-m1lM2 4mim2MiM2

We conclude this section by showing that all three special inequalities are equi-

valent. The equivalence of (3.4i) and (3.43) was shown in [5]. Hence, it is suf-

ficient to show, for example, that (3.42) and (3.43) are equivalent.

(3.43)->(3.42). This case is trivial since (3.43) reduces to (3.42) when in (3.43)

we set S = / and m2 = M2 = 1.

(15) For the inequality given in Theorem 2 in [5] see (3.43) below.

(16) In case T is a finite matrix, (3.42) was obtained from the spectral resolution by Kras-

noselsky and Krein [10].

(17) (3.43), in the finite case, when expressed in terms of the spectral decomposition was

stated by Pólya and Szegö [5] and in the general form (3.43) was derived in [5].
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(3.42) -► (3.43). If N = TS~ \ then 0 < mi/M2/ = N = Mjm2I and by (3.42)

jNu,Nu)ju,u) ^ jMilm2 + mJMJ2 _ jM^M2 + mim2)2

(A/u,u)2       =  AMl¡m2 + ml¡M2 Am^m2MxM2

Using the self-adjointness of the operators involved and the fact that S maps

H onto H we obtain, for u = Sv, (ATw.Nu) = (TS~lSv,TS~1Sv) =CTv,Tv),

(u,u) = (Sv,Sv), and (Nu,u)=(TS~1Sv,Sv) = (Tv,Sv). Substituting these re-

lations into the last inequality we obtain (3.43).

3.2. The iterative method with relative minimal errors. In this section we dis-

cuss an iteration method for finding the solution u of a linear operator equation

in a complex Hubert space H

(3.5) Au=f,      feH

where A is bounded and K*-p.d. in //. Observe that by Theorem 1.1 eq. (3.5)

has a unique solution u for every /in //. Assume also that there exists an operator

B satisfying (3.2).

If u¡ is any approximation to the solution u of (3.5), then r¡ = Au¡ -f = Aw¡

denotes the residual and w, = Ui — u the error vector at u¡. The iterative process

for solving eq. (3.5) is defined as follows:

Let u0 be some given initial approximation to u and u„ the approximation to u

obtained at the nth step of our procress. Then the succeeding appoximation

u„+i is taken in the form

(3.6) u„+i =un-t„Brn ,       n =0,1,2,....

From (3.6) we see that the character of the iteration at each step is then com-

pletely determined by the choice of the scalars t„. Our choice of t„ will be governed

by the condition that the error vector

(3.7) wB+1 =wn-t„Brn ,       n-0,1,2,...

be orthogonal to the vector Br„ in the sense of the //'-metric, i.e., [w„ - tnBr„,Br¿\

= 0. This condition yields the following values for t„

n81 ,  _  lwn,Brn]   _     (Krn,Br„) __012

(18) '"-Jßr^Br^- (KABrn,Brn)   '        »-<U>2>"

Note that for this value of t„ the vector t„Br„ is the orthogonal projection in the

sense of //'-metric of the error vector w„ on Brn. Consequently wn+1 is obtained

from w„ by subtracting from it the projection of w„ on Br„ and the error | wn+1 \

assumes its minimum for this choice of tn. For that reason we call the present

iterative procedure the method with relative minimal errors (RME-method).

Observe also that the assumed properties of K and B imply that í„ ̂  0 whenever

r„ j: 0. Thus, for u„+1 we obtain the iterative formula
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w        *«-*-gaëfe*-'      »-ma....
The corresponding error and residual vectors are given by the formulas

(3"10) vvfl+i=wB-ff^rJBrn, «=0,1,2,...,

To obtain the convergence of this process and the estimate of error note first

that, in view of (3.10),

(3.12) K-HKI'"^)"1-

(3.3) and the fact that r„ = Aw„ imply that (3.12) can be put in the form to which

the inequality (3.4) is applicable. In fact,

, i    .L l^BAw„-]2 W     ,
l^^l-l1     lBAwH,BAwn-]lwn,wn-}       )    lW"l

Ji_(KÄwn,BAWn)2_y*   ,

\       (KABAwn,BAwn)(KAw„,w„) )    '   ""'

Applying the inequality (3.4) we obtain

0-«)      l».-ls(i-(g^)"V.h^jl».l.

whence we get the following error estimate in the H'-norm

(3.14) w,n+l
< (^)"l-|.

This implies the convergence of the RME-method in the H'-norm and because

of (3.1) also in the H-norm. Moreover, (3.12) shows that the convergence is

monotonie in the sense that |wn+i | ->0 monotonically as n-> co.

The above discussion may be summarized in the following

Theorem 3.1. // the operators K and B satisfy respectively the conditions

(3.1) and (3.2), then the RME-method is monotonically convergent. The rate

of convergence is characterized by the inequality (3.14).

3.3. Special cases. The general RME-method described in the last section is

not precise until the choice of the operators K and B has been made. In this

section we derive three of its important special cases.
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Gradient method,  (i) The positive definite case. If we let K = B = /, then

(3.1) and (3.2) reduce to

(3.1i) (Au,u)^ci\\u\2 ,        Cl>0

(3.2i) iAu,Au)^di(Au,u) ,   di>0

showing that A is positive definite. The metric (3.3) becomes

(3.30 [_u,v-]=(Au,v) ,       |u]=[u,u]1/2.

Starting with u0,r0 =Au0—f, the iteration process (3.9) becomes

(3.9i) un+1=un-  ((rAn'rn},rn,       n =0,1,2,....
\Arn, rn)

Theorem 3.1. shows that u„+1 determined by (3.9X) converges monotonically

to the exact solution u of eq. (3.5) in the space H\ with metric (3.3!). In view

of (3.1i), u„+1 converges also in the //-metric. If Dx denotes the norm of A as

an operator in H[ and 0t = |w0|, then by (3.1 x) and (3.14) the error estimate

in H is given by

(3-14i) K+i-»   =TT    n  ^/    •ci \Di + dJ

Let us note that the convergence is also monotonie in the //-norm. This follows

from the inequality

(3 15) (r w)-(r"''"^2   = I w \2 -..l-w",r"2   > 0
\JmiJJ Vn>"V ( A \ \nn\ i„   i2        =   "

(Ar„,rn) \r„\2

and the fact obtained from (3.9¡):

|-n+i||2 = ||wJ|2-2
(r„,r,

(Arn,r,O   L1" 2L4rn,rn)J-

It is known that for a positive definite /I the problem of solving eq. (3.5) is

equivalent to the problem of minimizing F(u) =(Au,u)— (f,u) — (u,/). If the

gradient method is applied to the latter problem, then the minimizing sequence

{un+j} of F(m) is given by (3.9t) [7,8]. Thus, in case K = B=I, the RME-

method reduces to the gradient method and gives the latter the geometrical basis.

We conclude this case by showing that our error estimate (3.14t) is at least

as good as the best available. In fact, if the constants Ct > ct > 0 are such that

for all ueH we have cx || u ||2 = iAu,u) g Ct || u ¡2, then Kantorovich [7], using

the spectral resolution of A, derived the estimate
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considered the best available in case un+i is given by (3.9j). To prove our state-

ment observe that from the definition of di in (3.2t) it follows easily that ct g dt.

On the other hand, by Lemma 1.5, Di fi Ci. This implies that CJcl Si £>i/di > 1.

Since the function g(x) = xj(x2 + 1) is monotonically decreasing for x Si 1

and Ci/ci Si Di/di > 1, it follows that

from which one derives that

(3.16)

In fact,

C\ + c\ = D\ + d\

Di + d - Ci + Ci "

CiCi Didi

implies that

or equivalently that

C¡ + c¡ ~ D\ + d\

(Ci + ci)2 ^ Vi + di)2

CiCi    -   iVi

This in turn implies that

1 4Cici      > i 4Dtdi (Ct - cQ2 > (Di - di)2

(Ct + Cl)2 = (D, + di)2 (Ct + Cl)2= (Di + di)2

and thus gives the inequality (3.16). This proves our statement and completes

the discussion of this case,

(ii) The non-Hermitian case. If we let K = B = A*, then (3.1) and (3.2) give

(3.12) || Au fl2 Si c2 || u ||2,

(3.22) M*^"||2 = ¿zfl^wlK

showing that A is continuously invertible. The metric (3.3) reduces to

(3.32) [U,t>] = (Au,Av) ,       |u| = ||/fu||,

and the iteration formula (3.9) reduces to the formula

\\A*r II 2
(3.92) «B+1 = u„ - jLjï^jp • ^r. .       » = 0,1, -
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which, as is known [7], is exactly the same as one used for the determination

of the minimizing sequence {m„ + i} when the gradient method is applied to the

minimum problem of the functional F(u) = iA*Au,u) — iu,A*f)—iA*fu) + if,f),

the latter being equivalent to the problem of solving eq. (3.5) when A is non-

symmetric. Thus, the RME-method reduces in this event to the gradient method.

Theorem 3.1 gives its convergence and estimate of error. As in (i) lone also

proves that the convergence is monotonie in the //-norm.

The method with minimal residuals. In case A is positive definite the

choice of K = A and B = I leads to a very effective iteration process. (3.1) and

(3.2) reduce in this event to

(3.13) \\Au\\2 = c3\\u\\2,

(3.23) (A2u,Au) = d3\\Au\\2

and the space //' becomes the space H3 with the metric

(3.33) [«,»]= iAu,Av) ,       |u| = ||i4ti||.

The RME-method (3.9) takes in this event the form

(3.93) un+1 = un - ((^"¿)r"       »=0,1,2,....

while (3.12) reduces to

(3.123) k+1|>-|r.+1h---*<     {AVn)12 _

\Ar.

showing that the residual r„+i is obtained from r„ by subtracting from it the

projection of r„ on Ar„. (3.123) shows that in the algorithm (3.93) the squared

residual diminishes at each step of the process and for the value of t„ in this

case ||r„+1||2 has the minimum magnitude. Theorem 3.1 gives the convergence

and the estimate of error of this method. Moreover, {un+i} determined by (3.93)

converges also monotonically in the //-norm. In fact, by (3.93)

||wn+1||2 = ||w U-lg&L f (r„,w„)-i ^4^ (VJ(r„>0--
\Arn,Arn) \_ """"   2 (Arn,Ar„) vn'

Thus, the proof of monotonie convergence is equivalent to the proof that

(3.17) iA-lrn,rn)(Arn,Arn) }t (rn,rn)(Arn,rn).

The latter follows from Schwarz inequality

(Arn,r„)2(rn,rn)2 = (¿vJ2^2^-1)1^,,)2

^¡ArHmrnmA1'\f¡iA-1)i'2rn¡3

= iAr„,Ar„) ir„,rn) iArB,r„) (A ~ VB,r„).
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In case A is a symmetric and positive definite matrix offinite order the method

of this section was extensively studied by Krasnoselsky and Krein [10] which

they called the iteration method with minimal residuals. Thus, our Theorem

3.1 extends their results to bounded linear and positive definite operators in

Hilbert space H and gives it a geometrical basis. Furthermore, a very useful

and economical computational scheme devised by them can also be extended

to operators considered here.

The method with minimal errors. The third special case of the RME-

method that appears to be very useful for computational purposes is a new

method obtained by selecting K = A~l and B = 4*. In this event (3.1) becomes

an identity while (3.2) reduces to

(3.24) fl Au\\2 Si d4 flu fl 2.

The metric (3.3) in this case is identical with the metric of H and (3.9) reduces to

(3-94) un+i = un - JNr^ A*rn ,       n= 0,1,2,...,
\\A   n II

while (3.12) becomes

„     , II r. II4
=      W      2   _(3.124) K+1||2'=lr-

The formula (3.94) shows that the error vector wn+i is obtained by subtracting

from w„ the projection of w„ on A*Aw„. By (3.124) the squared error fl wn+1 \\2

diminishes at each step of this process in such a way that its magnitude is mini-

mum. For that reason we call it the method with minimal errors. The Theorem

3.1 establishes the monotonie convergence of the method with minimal errors

and gives the error estimate

(3.14.) |„..,-.| Í «.(£=$)'. 8.

where D4 denotes the norm of A*A. Furthermore, we shall prove in the next

section that from the point of view of the decrease in the magnitude of error

|| wB+1 fl at each step of the iteration the present method is better than the gradient

method considered above.

3.4. Comparison of the special cases of the RME-method. In this section we

compare the three special methods from the point of view of the decrease

in the magnitude of error and the decrease in the magnitude of residual at each

step of the iteration.

Lemma 3.2.  If A is positive definite, then

(a) From the point of view of the decrease in the magnitude of error ||wn+1fl

at each step of the iteration the gradient method is better than the method

with minimal residuals.
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(b) From the point of view of the decrease in the magnitude of residual \\r„ + i ||

at each step of the iteration the method with minimal residuals is better

than the gradient method.

Proof, (a) If w„ = u„ — u is the error vector at the nth step of the iteration

and w„+l and w„+l are determined at the succeeding step by the method with

minimal residuals and the gradient method respectively, then by (3.93) and

(3.9J we get the structually similar formulas

(3-18) *•«-"•-££&'■■  " = 0'1'-

(3.19) wn+l = wn --^Lrtt , n = 0,1,... .
(Ar„, r„)

The relations (3.18) and (3.19) imply that for each n

K+J2- K+ill2
nr«)2(rn,rn) _ -, JAr„,rn) jr„,w„)~\ _ 1" (r„,r„)3   _     jr„,r„) (rn,w„)

lr„,Ar„)2 iArn,Ar„)    J       [iArn,r„)2  " (Ar„r„)

(Arnr„)2(r„,rn)

(Ar

The last equality can be written in the following convenient form

w.+ i   2 - K+i   2

(3.20)
(JArn,rn)        (r„,wn) \2       /_j|_r„|2       Jf„,w„) \2] „     ||2

\\\Arn\\2-    \\rn\\2)    -\(Arn,rn) "     \\rn\\2 )  J «r"H '

In view of (3.15) and (3.17) and the readily derived inequality

(r„,r„)   ^ JAr„,rn)

(Ar„,rn) = \\Arn\\2

(3.20) implies that || wn+11|2 - || w„+l | i> 0. This proves (a).

(b) If r„ = Aw„ is the residual vector at the nth step of the iteration and

r„+1 and rn+i are determined at the succeeding step by the method with minimal

residuals and the gradient method respectively, then from (3.18) and (3.19) we

get the structurally similar formulas

(3.21) rn+1=rn-^f^Arn ,       »-0,1,...,
l^'ni r„)

(3.22) rn + 1 = r„ - £±Q Arn ,       n = 0,1,... .
\Arm rn>

Using (3.21) and (3.22) we obtain

K+i||2 -  |k+1«2  ■- rtJl.lUrJ2 - 2 |k ||2 +^r-^2
(^n,rn)2ll-'"ll        -■'-■   -   |^rn|
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Denoting the coefficient in (3.21) by tn and in (3.22) by ?„, then from above we get

r+1|2. (±jâL-i^IÀ\)\Ar ||2 = (f -t)2\\Ar\\2r"+l11 \(Arn,rn)      ¡ArJ2)^^        {t"     U ^r"H   "\h*i V

The last relation proves (b) and shows at the same time that one step of the iter-

ation by the method with minimal residuals diminishes the norm of the residual

|| rn+i I2 more than the corresponding step of the gradient method by the mag-

nitude (f„ - O2 ¡Ar„ ||2.

Lemma 3.3.   If A is invertible, then

(a) From the point of view of the decrease in the magnitude of error || w,I + 1 fl

at each step of the iteration the method with minimal errors is better than the

gradient method applied to non-Hermitian operators.

(b) From the point of view of the decrease in the magnitude of residual

||r„+i fl at each step of the iteration the gradient method is better than the

method with minimal errors.

Proof, (a) If w'n+1 and w'n+1 are determined at the succeeding step by the

method with minimal errors and the gradient method respectively, then by

(3.94) and (3.92)

(3.23) w„'+1 = w„ - |ML A*rn , n = 0,1,...,

(3.24) w'n+1 =wn- i^| A*rn ,        n = 0,1,....

From (3.23) and (3.24) we immediately obtain

W'+iP- ||w'+1ih=Ü^!-- 2 li!rd!iy_2+
"n+1 wn+l n   A A*„   IU        ^ !\   A A*~   n->      T

M^*r„||4 \AA*rn\2 \A*rn\2    '

Denoting the coefficient in (3.23) by t'n and in (3.24) by f„', then from above we get

2        II...'        112 _ "   fn    II \\'n\\ \     II ,1 *„  II 2 _ / r,        .^2||.*„    1122 \\r    2
2

Thus we see that one step of the iteration by the method with minimal errors

diminishes the norm of the error ||wn+1||2 more than the corresponding step

of the gradient method by the magnitude (l'„ - t'n)21| ̂4*rn||2.

(b)   Using (2.23) and (3.24) we obtain

(3.25) r'a+1=rn -    JM'a    AA*rn ,       n=0,l,...,

\\A*r II2
(3.25') r'n+1 =rn-   »4. AA'r. , n =0,1,...,
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from which we derive that

\\rn+lP-\\K,1¡2-4^\\AA-rttP-2¡rHU +
¡A*r4*" »■ • »■ ¡AA*rn¡2

or equivalently

r„+i\\ U'. + ill   -   [ ||^rn|2        fl^*r„||2J  WAA r"
12

= (i;-Q2||^*rn||2.

This proves (b) and shows that one step of the iteration by the gradient method

diminishes ||rn+1|2 more than the corresponding step of the method with

minimal errors by the magnitude (*„'— ï'A2 || AA*r„ ||2.

3.5. Generalized gradient method for unbounded A-p.d. operators. In this

section we generalize the gradient method to the solution of eq. (1.1) where A

is an unbounded .K-p.d. operator studied in Chapter I.

Let us assume that on D(A) there is given a "well investigated" K-p.d. oper-

ator L and a constant £ > 0 such that for all u in D(A)

(3.26) (Lu,Ku) = Ç || Ku ||2.

Denote by H¡¿ the completion of D(A) in the metric

(3.27) [«,»]' = (Lu,Kv) ,       \u\'= {[m,u]'}1/2.

Applying the results of Chapter I we see that K can be extended to a bounded

linear operator of all of H'K to H and L has a solvable generalized  Friedrichs

extension which is closed and has a bounded inverse on //. We  assume that

these extensions have been carried out.

Consider now the linear operator equation

(3.28) Au=f,      feH,

where A has the property that there exist constants M > m > 0 such that

(3.29) m(Lu,Ku) ^ iAu,Ku) ^ MiLu,Ku) ,       u e D(A).

The inequalities (3.26) and (3.29) imply that A is K-p.d. and that the norm in-

duced by [u,u] = (^4w,Ku) is equivalent to the norm induced by \u,u\' = (Lu,Ku).

So the space HK associated with A is the same as the space ZZK' associated with

L and A has a solvable generalized Friedrichs extension. This also implies that

the inner product (Au,Kv) is a bounded bilinear functional on the dense set D(A) of

H'K and hence can be extended to a bounded bilinear functional in all of H¿. We

shall denote it by [u,v~\, i.e., [u,v~\ = (Au,Kv) whenever ueD(A) and veH'K.

Consequently by the Fréchet-Riesz theorem, there exists a bounded and every-

where defined linear operator A' of H¿ into ZZ¿ such that for all u, veH'K
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(3.30) [«,«] = [A'u,v~]' ,       \A'\' = M.

If A'u = 0, then by (3.30) [u,t>] = 0 for ail v in H¿. Since H'K and Hx are the

same this implies that u =0, i.e., A'-1 exists. By (3.29)

(3.31) m[w,u]' ^ [¿'w,u]' g M[u,u]' ,       ueíí;.

This implies that A' is positive definite on H¿, the inverse A'-1 is bounded, and

R(A') = H'K.

For a given element w in I>(^4) consider the equation

(3.32) Lu = i4w.

If v is any element in H'K, then obviously eq. (3.32) is equivalent to

(3.33) [«,»]' = [w,p].

However, in the form (3.33) the given equation has also sense for u, weH'K.

An element u in H'K which for a given w in Hx satisfies eq. (3.33) for all v in H'K

will be called the generalized solution of eq. (3.32). It is not hard to see that for

any w in H'K eq. (3.32) has a unique generalized solution. Indeed, (3.30) and

(3.33) imply that the solution sought must satisfy the relation

(3.34) [u,»]' = [A'w,vY

for all v e H'K. This shows that

(3.35) u = ,4'vv,   ueH'K.

Let us also observe that the equation

(3.36) Lu = Aw - f,        fe H,

reduces to an equation of the form (3.32) since/t = L~1f is in D(L) ç H# and

hence (3.36) can be written in the form L(u +fi) = Aw. Thus, eq. (3.36) has a

generalized solution « of the form

(3.37) u=A'w-fi.

We can now generalize the gradient method discussed in (i) of § 3.3 to our

eq. (3.28). If v is any element in H'K and/t = L~if, then (3.27) and (3.30) imply

that eq. (3.28) can be written in the form

(3.38) [A'u,vY = lfi,vY,

which in turn is equivalent to the equation

(3.39) A'u=f1,      heH'K.

Considered as an equation in the space H'K, (3.39) is the same as the equation

discussed in §3.3 (i). The operator A' is a continuous transformation of H'K onto
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H'K which is positive definite and satisfies the condition (3.31). We may there-

fore apply to eq. (3.39) the entire procedure of §3.3 (i).

Thus if u0 is some initial approximation to the solution of eq. (3.39) and

z0 = A'u0 —fu then according to (3.9^ the next iterant «i is given by

(3.40) Wi=u0-f0z0,

where

/i a,\ t    _    [zo» zo]_ _ Lzo» zoJ

0      [i4'z0,z0]'    " [zo,zo]'

But now we take u0 in D(A) and z0 is in DiL) or at any rate in H'K. Note that

if we let r0 = Au0 —/, then the comparison with (3.37) shows that z0 coincides

in this case with the generalized solution of eq. (3.36), i.e., z0 is such that

(3.42) Lz0 = Au0 -f=r0.

Observe that for a given u0 in DiA) the above discussion assures the existence

of the generalized solution z0. Furthermore, (3.41) has sense since z0 e H'K. By

(3.40) u1 is in H'K and so we may repeat the process to get the iteration formula

(3.43) u„+1 =u„-i„z„ ,       »=0,1,2,...,

where in accordance with (3.9t) we take z„ =A'u„— /t. The comparison with

(3.37) shows that z„ coincides with the generalized solution of equation

(3.44) Lzn=Au„-f

Once z„ is determined we then obtain t„ according to (3.9i) and (3.30)

(3 45} t = E2""'z"]_= [Z'"Z'J- „=012
{iM) '"     F4'z„,z„]'        [zn,zn]' 0,1^.».

The following theorem, which is the consequence of Theorem 3.1 as applied

to the gradient method in §3.3 (i), proves that the iteration process (3.43)-

(3.45) yields the generalized solution of equation (3.28), i.e., u„+1 converges

to an element u in H'K such that [u,v\ = (f,Kv) for all v in H'K.

Theorem 3.2 // a linear operator A defined on a dense domain D(A) in H

has the propecty that there exists a K-p.d. operator L on D(A) and two cons-

tants M > m > 0 such that the condition (3.29) is satisfied, then the sequence

{w„+i} determined by the generalized gradient method (3.43)-(3.45) converges

in the H'K-norm (and in H-norm) to the generalized solution of eq. (3.28) at

least as fast as the geometric progression with ratio (M — m)l(M + m).

Remark 11. In case K = / and A is self-adjoint and positive definite on

D(A), similar results were obtained by Kantorovich [7] by means of the variational
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principle. Thus, Theorem 3.2 extends the gradient method to K-p.d. operators

without the use of the variational principle.

3.6. Compact computational scheme for a simple iterative method associated

with the generalized Ritz method. In this section we shall be concerned  with

the problem suggested in Remark 7. Let A be K-p.d. and {<p¡}, i = 1,2. a

linearly independent set in D(A) which is complete in HK. We indicate here a

rather simple iterative method for the approximate solution of eq. (1.1) which

coincides in principle but not in form with the generalized Ritz method. The

method is essentially based on the generalized orthogonalization process and

furnishes the approximate solution w„ = Pnw = £"= x ai(p¡ without solving the

algebraic system (2.5). At the same time we give a compact computational scheme

based on this method which is very convenient in practice.

We construct a biorthogonal system {e¡} and {é"¡} from {<pj in H„ recursively

as follows

(3.46) ei=A$i, ëi=K<j>u <Pi=<Pi-

If {ej and {e¡} are already determined for i = 1, ...,k - 1, then we put

(3.47) ek = A<j>k ,       ëk = Kd~>k,

where

(3.48) <¿k = ̂ -  ¿       J   _ (A4>k,K^4>i-

It is clear that the sequence {<fk} defined by the iteration formula (3.48) is ortho-

gonal in HK and {ek} and {ëk} are biorthogonal in H. In view of the formula (2.2),

valid for every u in HK, the approximate solution w„ in (2.3)-(2.4) is given by

(3.49) w.-£J£*SLft.
^(AfaKJ,)

If w>i =((f,K<pi)l(A4>i,K<f>i)) 4>i is the first approximate solution to w, then

putting

(3.50) wt = w,_i+    U.K+Ù    $k

(A<t>k,K<t>k)

we obtain an iterative process for the approximate solution of eq. (1.1) defined

by formulas (3.48) and (3.50) which because of (3.49) converges to the exact

solution w of eq. (1.1).

Computational scheme based on (3.48) and (3.50)(18). If we put

(18) In case the operator A is self-adjoint and positive definite and K = A the scheme was

employed by Altman [1].
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a*¡ = (4</>t,K0¡),   fc,i = l,...,n;   ßki=iA<pk,K<p~u, i<k;

<3-51) _ ß
ßii=iA<pi,K<pu ,       ¿ = l,...,n;      yki =-£-,       i<k,

Pu

and observe that ßki = <xki for k = 1,2, ...,n, then (3.48) can be written as

k-l

(3.52) <pk    =   Z 7«0, 4- <£fc
¡=i

and
k-l

(3.53) ¿<pk =   Z ywX0( + ¿<K,
¡=i

(3.54) K<pk=   ïyktKh + K$k.
i=l

To obtain the recurrent formulas for the consecutive computation of the elements

of the triangular matrix yk¡ and the elements ßk = (f K<j)k) we note that in view

of (3.54) and the definition of ßki we get the recurrent formula

(3.55) ßkj = (A<pk, K4>j) = (A4>k, K<pj - ¿ y,,K^) = otkJ -Ï yJtßu,      j < k.
i=i ¡=i

Similarly, in view of the biorthogonality of {A^¡} and {K<p~k}, Lemma 1.1 (b),

and equalities (3.53) and (3.54) we obtain the recurrent formula for ßkk

k-l

(3-56) ßkk = <*kk - 2 ykißki.
i=l

We compute now in consecutive order the numbers ßki by means of the recurrent

formula (3.55) and then yki, i = 1,2,..., fc - 1, by (3.51) for every k.

To compute the numbers bk = (J,K4>k) note that by (3.54)

(3.57) bk = (/, K0t) = (/, K<pk) - ¿ yubt ,       bi = if,Ktpi).
(=i

If we put the approximate solution of eq. (1.1) in the form w„ = E£=i ak(pk and

recall that ykk = 1 for k = 1,2,..., n and yki = 0 for i > k, then multiplying (3.52)

by ak and summing up from k = 1 to k = n we obtain

(3.58) w„ = Z I I y*¡a*)<L
¡=i u=i       /

On the other hand, by (3.50),

(3.59) wn = Î |%
i-i Pa
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The comparison of the coefficients in (3.58) and (3.59)  yields  the following

algebraic triangular system for the determination of a¡, i = 1.n.,

n L

(3.60) Z ykiak = -£ ,        i = 1,2,...,n.
*=i P«

Setting i = n in (3.60) we obtain

(3.61) a*=ir
ßnn

and the following recurrent formula for the determination of a¡

h n

(3.62) a¡ = ■—-    Z   ykiak ,       i = n - í,n - 2, ...,2,1.
P¡¡     *=¡+i

Once a¡ are found we obtain the approximate solution

n

Wn =   I fl^,.
¡ = 1

Remark 12. The iterative method and the computational scheme considered

in this section are also valid for both special cases, i.e., for the ordinary Ritz

method when K = I and for the method of least squares when K = A. However,

in the latter case when A is also assumed to be self-adjoint and positive definite

a stronger result has been obtained [1].
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